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Abstract  

A closure experiment was conducted over Svalbard by comparing Lidar measurements and 

optical aerosol properties calculated from aerosol vertical profiles measured using a tethered 

balloon. Arctic Haze was present together with Icelandic dust. Chemical analysis of filter 

samples, aerosol size distribution and a full set of meteorological parameters were determined 
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at ground. Moreover, scanning electron microscopy coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray 

(SEM-EDS) data were at disposal showing the presence of several mineralogical phases (i.e., 

sheet silicates, gypsum, quartz, rutile, hematite). 

The closure experiment was set up by calculating the backscattering coefficients from 

tethered balloon data and comparing them with the corresponding lidar profiles.  This was 

preformed in three subsequent steps aimed at determining the importance of a complete 

aerosol speciation: (i) a simple, columnar refractive index was obtained by the closest Aerosol 

Robotic Network (AERONET) station, (ii) the role of water-soluble components, elemental 

carbon and organic matter (EC/OM) was addressed, (iii) the dust composition was included.  

When considering the AERONET data, or only the ionic water-soluble components and the 

EC/OM fraction, results showed an underestimation of the backscattering lidar signal up to 

76, 53 and 45% (355, 532 and 1064 nm). Instead, when the dust contribution was included, 

the underestimation disappeared and the vertically-averaged, backscattering coefficients 

(1.45±0.30, 0.69±0.15 and 0.34±0.08 Mm-1 sr-1, at 355, 532 and 1064 nm) were found in 

keeping with the lidar ones (1.60±0.22, 0.75±0.16 and 0.31±0.08 Mm-1 sr-1). Final results 

were characterized by low RMSE (0.36, 0.08 and 0.04 Mm-1 sr-1) and a high linear correlation 

(R2 of 0.992, 0.992 and 0.994) with slopes close to one (1.368, 0.931 and 0.977, respectively). 

This work highlighted the importance of all the aerosol components and of the synergy 

between single particle and bulk chemical analysis for the optical property characterization in 

the Arctic . 

 

Keywords: Aerosol; Svalbard; optical properties, back scattering; chemical composition; 

Icelandic dust 
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1 Introduction 

In the Arctic, the temperature increase due to climate change is almost twice faster than 

globally, a phenomenon called Arctic amplification (Bindi et al., 2018; Sand et al., 2015; 

Serreze and Barry, 2011; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009). The role of atmospheric aerosols is 

significant to the Arctic warming and is related the worldwide changes in the aerosol 

chemical composition (e.g. sulphates reduction and increased black carbon (BC) 

concentrations and its deposition on snow/ice)  ( Navarro et al., 2016; Flanner, 2013; Serreze 

and Barry, 2011; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009; Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004). Shindell and 

Faluvegi (2009) estimated that the variation in the aerosol properties globally contributed with 

1.09±0.81 °C to the Arctic surface temperature increase of 1.48±0.28 °C (for the period 

1976–2007). This phenomenology, was recently confirmed by Navarro et al. (2016). 

In this respect, the aerosol chemistry influences its direct, indirect and semi-direct effects 

(IPCC, 2013; Ramanathan and Feng, 2009; Koren et al. 2008; Koren et al., 2004; Kaufman et 

al., 2002). 

Moreover, several aerosol-related processes and feedbacks can enhance the Arctic 

amplification: the sea ice changes (Screen and Simmonds, 2010a and 2010b), the variation of 

heat transported by the atmosphere (and the ocean) (Yang et al., 2010), the cloud cover and 

water vapour changes (Francis and Hunter, 2006).  

In the Arctic, the aerosol properties experience a pronounced seasonal variation, due to 

changes in the dominating sources and long-range transport regimes (Quinn et al., 2008): the 

spring period is dominated by the presence of the Arctic Haze (mainly accumulation mode 

aerosol enriched in black carbon, BC) and it is followed by a summer period in which 

nucleation takes place originating small Aitken particles ( Dall'Osto et al., 2017; Giardi et al., 

2016; Udisti et al., 2016, 2013; Tunved et al., 2013; Eleftheriadis et al., 2009). In addition to 

this, both during spring and summer dust transport can happen. Particularly, high latitude dust 
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source (e.g. Icelandic dust) can affect the aerosol burden injecting into the atmosphere ~4-40 

Tg year-1 of material, of which, ~7% can reach the Arctic (Moroni et al., 2018; Groot 

Zwaaftin et al. 2017, 2016). 

All the aforementioned seasonal aerosol properties become important when observed in the 

vertical direction. As a matter of fact, the aerosol effects (warming or cooling) and the related 

feedbacks (i.e. direct effect, snow/ice-albedo, clouds) are strictly determined by the vertical 

variation of their optical, chemical, dimensional and morphological properties (Flanner, 2013; 

Sand et al., 2013; Ban-Weiss et al., 2011; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009, Ferrero et al., 2016).  

In this respect, it has been recently demonstrated that the final vertical aerosol synergy 

between the seasonal behaviour of aerosol and the local meteorology results in a seasonal 

phenomenology of vertical aerosol properties in which different sources may shape the 

aerosol at different altitudes (Ferrero et al., 2016; Brock et al. 2011; Jacob et al., 2010 and 

reference therein). For example, Brock et al. (2011) (ARCPAC campaign) grouped the 

spring-time Arctic aerosol in background aerosol (sulfate-rich, relatively diffuse), depleted 

aerosol over sea-ice (within the surface inversion layer), organic-rich aerosol (biomass above 

the top of the inversion layer) and by fossil fuel dominated layers. Ferrero et al. (2016), 

instead, grouped the spring-time Arctic aerosol according to their shape describing: 1) 

homogeneous profiles (HO: constant properties with altitude; 15% of occurrence) related to 

Arctic background conditions; 2) positive and negative gradient profiles (PG and NG: 

increase and decrease of concentration with altitude influenced by long-range transport; 17% 

and 48% of occurrence) related to Arctic Haze advection and injection into the planetary 

boundary layer (PBL); 3) decoupled negative gradient profiles (DNG: negative gradients 

located at different altitude in function of size; 20% of occurrence) related to a secondary 

aerosol formation close the ground, typically occurring in late spring. 
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The importance of these classes is related to their feedback on climate (Samset et al., 2013). 

An increase of aerosols with altitude can influence the cloud cover (inducing mainly a 

positive forcing) while aerosol and BC/dust layers located immediately above snow and ice 

may induce a positive forcing, the opposite of the effect they can induce at high altitude 

(Dall’Osto et al., 2017; Flanner, 2013; Sand et al., 2013; Vavrus et al., 2009; Intrieri et al., 

2002) 

Thus, there is a clear need to perform continuous vertical profile measurements in the Arctic 

to improve the description of a seasonally resolved aerosol vertical behavior. However, 

aircraft-, helicopters-, UAV- or balloon-based  vertical profile measurements can be 

conducted mainly during intensive observational periods (Ferrero et al., 2016; Brock et al. 

2011; Jacob et al., 2010; Kupiszewski et al., 2013; Bates et al., 2013; Spackman et al., 2010; 

Schwarz et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2009)  making them scarce if compared with the number of 

available data collected at ground level (Samset et al., 2013; Koch et al., 2009). 

Conversely, remote sensing techniques, such as lidar measurements (Chaikovsky et al., 2016) 

can overcome this limitation and also become complementary to a in-situ measurements (i.e., 

aircraft, balloon); in this respect, Markowicz et al. (2017) recently demonstrated the capability 

to determine the vertical profile of single scattering albedo (SSA) coupling lidar extinction 

profiles with tethered balloon-based absorption coefficient profiles. The SSA uncertainty 

reported in their work ranged between ±0.01 to ±0.04. Thus, closure experiments becomes 

fundamental to reduce these uncertainties as well as, when successfully carried out, to take 

advantage of and use in synergy the long-term data series of aerosol properties collected with 

different techniques characterized by different spatial and temporal resolution (Tesche et al., 

2014). In this respect, the growing number of vertical profiles directly measured in the Arctic 

in recent years (i.e. ARTCAS, ARCPAC, ASTAR, ASCOS and ARCTICA2009 campaign) 

(Ferrero et al., 2016; Mazzola et al., 2016; Moroni et al., 2015; Kupiszewski et al. 2013, 
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Brock et al. 2011; Jacob et al., 2010; Engvall et al., 2008) and the long-term data series of 

lidar, radiometric and meteorological data (Maturilli et al. 2015; Tunved et al., 2013; Di 

Liberto et al., 2012; Toledano et al., 2012 Vihma et al., 2011; Hoffmann et al., 2009, 2011) 

represent a unique opportunity. 

However, despite this massive amount of data, closure experiments are still sparse. Hoffmann 

et al. (2012) compared lidar-derived size distributions at two different altitudes to in-situ 

measurements by DMPS at the close-by Zeppelin station at 474 m ASL. A fair agreement has 

been found for a long-lasting event of Arctic Haze in 2009. However, closure studies are by 

no means straightforward and may critically depend on the time and humidity dependent 

aerosol properties. For example, Tesche et al. (2014) reported a significant over-estimation of 

extinction from remote sensing data (lidar of the Calipso satellite) compared to in-situ 

measurements which could be minimized if the most similar back-trajectories had been 

compared instead of the closest matching profiles. Thus, there is a clear need to perform 

closure experiments about vertical aerosol profiles in the Arctic especially during different 

types of vertical behaviour in function of the aerosol composition. 

This paper tries to fill this gap reporting a closure experiment between tethered balloon-based 

and vertical lidar profiles measured over Ny-Ålesund (Svalbard Islands) collected in the 

framework of the PRIN2009 “ARCTICA” project and the KOL09 / RIS2399 "derivation of 

aerosol properties by lidar" project. Notably, this work takes advantage of the aerosol 

phenomenology along vertical profiles described over Ny-Ålesund (Svalbard Islands) during 

a two years long extensive field campaign (2011-2012; 200 vertical profiles). The vertical 

aerosol behaviour was used as a primary criterion to perform a targeted closure experiment in 

conditions representative for the Arctic. Moreover, the closure experiment was set up in three 

subsequent steps aiming at highlighting the need for a complete aerosol chemical 

determination to preform a perfect closure. 
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2 Methodology 

2.1 Measurement location and date 

The present closure experiment considers tethered balloon and vertical lidar profiles carried 

out over Ny-Ålesund (Svalbard) during spring 2011. The measurement site faces northwards 

at sea in the Kongsfjorden (north-west southeasterly direction) while a small chain of 500-800 

m high mountains is located to the South. Tethered balloon profiles were measured from the 

Italian CNR Gruvebadet sampling site (78°55’03”N 11°53’40”E; Figure 1) (Cappelletti et al., 

2016) which is located ~1 km southern Ny-Ålesund and ~1300 m far from the mountain base 

ensuring a negligible impact form local (Ny-Ålesund) emissions (a restricted, clean area was 

established around the site). 

Lidar profiles were carried out from the German research base (78°55’24” N 11°55’15”E) ~ 

600 m northward from Gruvebadet and ~600 m far from the fjord (Figure 1). 

Among the whole dataset, reported and discussed in Ferrero et al. (2016), this work focuses 

on a subset of lidar and tethered balloon measurements that were collected at the same time 

during spring 2011. This happened on 26th April 2011 (16:00-17:00 UTC). The vertical 

aerosol profiles measured within this period are presented in section 3.1.1. Here we just 

anticipate that these profiles were classified in Ferrero et al. (2016) as transitions from the so-

called "negative gradient profiles class (NG)" to the "decoupled negative profile class (DNG)" 

(details in section 3.1); these classes account together for the 68% of profiles occurring over 

Ny-Ålesund in spring making the chosen case study representative for Ny-Ålesund 

conditions. Moreover, on 26th April, Ny-Ålesund was influenced by a transport of Icelandic 

dust (as also happened in other days of April 2011). Details of dust transport are reported in a 

previous work (Moroni et al., 2018); Figure S1 shows the back trajectories for the 
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investigated case study. The dust composition is considered in section 3.2.3 for the optical 

property calculations.  

The methods for the aerosol characterization both along vertical profiles and at ground-level 

are detailed in section 2.2, the lidar profiles in section 2.3 and the optical properties 

calculations in section 2.4. 

 

2.2 Aerosol measurements and analyses 

2.2.1 Tethered-balloon profiles 

Vertical profile measurements were collected over Ny-Ålesund during the 2011-2012 

campaign (ARCTICA2009 project); they have been extensively described in Ferrero et al. 

(2016) and  Moroni et al. (2015, 2016). Here, we briefly resume the experimental set-up. 

Vertical aerosol profiles were carried out utilizing a kytoon-shape tethered balloon (helium-

filled, 8x3 m, 55.0 m3, 25 kg of payload, Figure 1). The ascent/descent rates were set to 40.0 

 0.1 m/min; the maximum height reached during each flight was between 0.7 and 1.3 km 

with an average value of ~1.1 km. 

The tethered balloon was equipped with: 1) a miniature Diffusion Size Classifier (miniDiSC, 

Matter Aerosol, (Fierz et al., 2011), 2) an Optical Particle Counter (OPC, 1.107 GRIMM, 

0.25-32 m, 6 sec sampling time), 3) one micro-Aethalometer (microAeth® AE51, Magee 

Scientific, 60 sec time resolution); however, on 26th April 2011 the inner memory 

encountered a electronic problem enabling to save just sporadic data points (thus ground EC 

ground data were used in the present work), 4) a miniaturized sampler (Sioutas SKC; 9 L/min, 

Leland Legacy pump, SKC, polycarbonate filters), 5) a meteorological station (Vaisala 

tethersonde TTS111, pressure, temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and wind direction; 

1 sec time resolution). 
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The aerosol samples collected using the Sioutas sampling system were subjected to individual 

particle analyses by means of a SEM-EDS (Philips XL30 microscope equipped QUANTAX 

EDS microanalysis system with ESPRIT software for EDS spectra analysis of the elemental 

composition) as detailed in Moroni et al. (2018, 2016, 2015). Briefly, SEM data allowed to 

determine the shape factor of aerosol particles (p2/4πA) in function of the perimeter (p) and 

the area of the geometrical projection of a particle (A; within the image) in order to evaluate 

their degree of sphericity (shape factor is 1 for pure spherical particles; higher values are 

reached with increasingly irregular shapes (Ferrero et al., 2012). 

Balloon-based meteorological data allowed the determination of the balloon altitude 

(hypsometric equation) with high accuracy (R2=0.997; slope=0.999) as verified in Ferrero et 

al. (2016) with an independent system. The altitude accuracy is fundamental in this study in 

order to carefully match balloon and lidar data. In this respect, a gradient method has been 

applied to individuate the altitude of the aerosol stratifications (ASh) (Ferrero et al., 2012, 

2011a, 2011b, 2010; Sangiorgi et al., 2011; Di Liberto et al., 2012). The relationship between 

the ASh and planetary boundary layer has been investigated in Ferrero et al. (2016) showing a 

good agreement with temperature and humidity profiles. In the present work, the ASh is used 

to calculate a standardized height (Hs) calculated as follows: 

𝐻𝑠 =
𝑧−𝐴𝑆ℎ

𝐴𝑆ℎ
                                                                                                                                (1)  

where z is the height above ground. Hs assumes a value of 0 at the ASh, and values of -1 and 1 

at ground level and twice the ASh, respectively. In this way, (Ferrero et al., 2016, 2014), Hs 

consider the relative position of each measured data point with respect to the ASh allowing to 

exactly match balloon and lidar data collected above and below marked aerosol stratifications.  
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2.2.2 Ground-based data  

Ground-based aerosol and meteorological measurements were carried out at the Gruvebadet 

laboratory (Figure 1) which was equipped with a series of instruments aimed at measuring 

physical, chemical and optical properties of aerosol. 

A Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (TSI-SMPS 3034, 54 size classes, 10–487 nm) and an 

Aerodynamic Particle Sizer (TSI-APS 3321, 52 classes, 0.5– 20 𝜇m) allowed the 

determination of the aerosol size distribution every 10 minutes (Giardi et al., 2016). The 

scattering coefficient was measured at 530 nm by a Radiance Research M903 nephelometer 

(1 s time resolution) and stored as minute averages. An absorption photometer (PSAP; three 

wavelengths: 467, 530, and 600 nm), was measuring the absorption coefficient with the same 

temporal resolution. 

Aerosol samples were collected through two parallel TECORA SkyPost low-volume sampler 

(EN 12341; PM10 sampling head, flow 2.3 m3 h-1; PTFE and Quartz fiber filters, Ø=47 mm). 

The first TECORA SkyPost collected PM10 sampled for 24 h on Teflon filters (Pall R2PJ047) 

for inorganic (Cl-, NO3
-, SO4

2-, C2O4
2-, Na+, NH4

+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+)  and organic (acetate, 

glycolate, formate and methanesulfonate) ions determination; the second TECORA SkyPost 

collected PM10 for 96 h on pre-fired Quartz microfiber filters (chm QF1 grade) to determine 

organic and elemental carbon. The organic matter (OM) was determined as 2.1 times OC 

(Turpin and Lim, 2001), typical for remote sites with a significant fraction of secondary 

aerosols.  The analytical methodology, together with a quality assurance of analysis has been 

extensively discussed in Ferrero et al. (2016); thus we refer to this publication for further 

details which are also resumed in the supplementary material. 
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2.3 Lidar data 

The Lidar profiles in this work have been obtained at the “Koldewey Aerosol Raman Lidar” 

(KARL) located in the atmospheric observatory of the German research base. The system is 

detailed in Hoffmann (2011). Briefly, it consists of a Nd:YAG laser which emits at three 

wavelengths: 355 nm, 532 nm and 1064 nm with 10 W at each wavelength and a repetition 

frequency 50 Hz. The backscattered light is collected by a 70 cm telescope, operating at a 

field of view 1.75 mrad. The elastically back-scattered light of the two colors mentioned 

above is recorded in two perpendicular states of polarization, parallel, and perpendicular to 

the polarization of the laser. Moreover, also the inelastically scattered light at N2 molecules 

via the Raman effect is recorded at 387 and 607 nm from which the extinction is derived. The 

lidar data have a resolution of 7.5 m and 90 sec. Above 600 m altitude, the system had a 

complete overlap (meaning that the laser beam is entirely inside the telescope's field of view). 

The evaluation of the lidar data (backscatter and extinction) is performed via the method by 

Ansmann et al. (1992). Further, the aerosol depolarization (i.e. the ratio of the aerosol 

backscatter perpendicular to parallel relative to the laser) was calculated (Freudenthaler et al. 

2009). For our data, the estimated error was ~5% for the backscatter, ~25% for the extinction 

and ~0.8% for the depolarization. 

For later use we also define the color ratio CR(λ1,λ2) as: 

𝐶𝑅(𝜆1,𝜆2) =  
𝛽𝜆1

𝑎𝑒𝑟

𝛽𝜆2
𝑎𝑒𝑟                                                                                                                    (2)  

where βλ
aer represents the lidar backscattering coefficient due to the aerosol at the wavelength 

λ. The CR is a measure of the particles size with the limits CR = 0 for large particles and CR = 

(
𝜆1

𝜆2
⁄ )

4

 in the limit of Rayleigh scattering. Within the present work λ1 and λ2 were 355 and 

532 nm, respectively. 
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2.4 Optical properties calculations 

A Mie code base on the work of Bohren and Huffman (1983) was used to calculate the 

aerosol optical properties along vertical profiles to subsequently evaluate the agreement with 

the lidar backscattering (β(λ)) coefficient. 

In this respect, β(λ) profiles were calculated from vertical aerosol profile data as follows: 

𝛽(𝜆) = (
𝜆2

4𝜋2 ∫ [∬ 𝑖∥(𝜃,𝛷,𝑥,𝑚)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝜃𝑑𝛷
𝛥𝛺𝐿𝐷𝑅

]
𝐷𝑝

𝑚𝑎𝑥

0
𝑛𝐷𝑝

𝑑𝐷𝑝) 𝛥𝛺𝐿𝐷𝑅⁄                                        (3) 

where λ is one of the three lidar wavelength (355, 532 and 1064 nm; section 2.2), i||(θ,,x,m) is the 

parallel component of the Mie scattering function (the lidar used a parallel polarized light 

with respect to scattering plane generated by the source, the particle, and the telescope; 

section 2.2), ΔΩLDR is the solid angle between each aerosol particle and the lidar telescope, m 

and x are the aerosol complex refractive index and the size parameter (wavelength dependent) 

while, nDp represents the number-size distribution as a function of aerosol diameter Dp. 

As contour parameters, the scattering coefficient (bsca(λ)), the extinction coefficient (bext(λ)), the 

single scattering albedo (SSA) and the aerosol phase function (P) have also been calculated 

accordingly to the following equations (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Crosbie and Davidson, 

1985): 

𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑎/𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝜆) = ∫
𝜋𝐷𝑝

2

4

𝐷𝑝
𝑚𝑎𝑥

0
𝑄𝑠𝑐𝑎/𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝑚,𝑥)𝑛𝐷𝑝

𝑑𝐷𝑝                                                                         (4) 

𝑆𝑆𝐴𝜆 =
𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑎(𝜆)

𝑏𝑒𝑥𝑡(𝜆)
                                                                                                      (5) 

𝑃(𝜆,𝜃,𝑥,𝑚) =
𝑖(𝜃,𝑥,𝑚)

1

2
∫ 𝑖(𝜃,𝑥,𝑚) sin 𝜃𝑑𝜃

𝜋

0

                                                                                           (6) 

where Qsca/ext are the scattering and extinction efficiencies, respectively.  

The aforementioned optical parameters will be used in the result and discussion section to 

control the quality of optical properties calculation by comparing with those measured at the 
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Gruvebadet ground site. The calculation of aerosol optical properties (equations 2-5) requires 

accurate knowledge of the aerosol properties: refractive index, size-distribution, and shape.  

In this respect, the aerosol refractive index calculation and the aerosol size distribution 

treatment are discussed in sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, respectively while, the applicability of the 

Mie theory, and thus the assumption of aerosol sphericity, is discussed in the result section 

3.1. Here we just underline that the uses of Mie theory for particles may introduce 

uncertainties at least up to 15% (Mishchenko et al., 1997) and that the final results of the 

closure experiment (reported in section 3.2.3) were far below this threshold. 

 

2.4.1 Aerosol refractive index 

The complex aerosol refractive index (m=n+ik) is a fundamental parameter in calculating the 

aerosol optical properties; moreover, it plays a central role in this work, as it is also used to 

correct the OPC size distribution by solving the "undersizing problem" (section 2.3.2). Thus, 

it has a double, synergic effect, on the calculated backscattering coefficient (eq. 3).  

In order to highlight the importance of a complete aerosol chemistry determination on m, 

three subsequent steps were used: 

1. Step-1, m of ambient aerosol was first estimated from the closest AERONET site 

(Hornsund; 77◦ 00′ 04′′ N, 15◦ 33′ 37′′ E) on 26th April 2011. The values of m at the 

lidar laser wavelengths were determined by linearly interpolating the AERONET data 

taken at different wavelengths (441, 674, 869, 1018 nm). This approach implies that m 

at 355 and 1064 nm were extrapolated. A such approach was successfully applied in 

Balkanski et al. (2007); in addition, it has to be noticed that the aim of using 

AERONET data, with a very simple linear interpolation, has just the aim produce a 

baseline level (“semi-quantitative”) of the lidar-tethered balloon comparison not with 

the aim to reach a perfect closure. This was done in order to highlight the need for 
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further, and detailed aerosol chemical speciation. In this respect, the following, and 

more quantitative, approaches (2 and 3) were considered.  

2. Step-2, m of ambient aerosol was calculated from the ground-level chemical 

composition of aerosol, determined on PM10 samples collected on 26th April 2011 

(sections 2.1.2 and 3.2.2); as it will be shown in section 3.2.2 the chemical 

components analysed in PM10 samples (water-soluble, EC/OM) did not explain 100% 

of the aerosol mass. Thus, for this second step, the unaccounted mass was neglected 

and only the role of water-soluble, EC/OM components was investigated; m was 

calculated from the measured PM10 chemical composition (sections 2.1.2 and 3.2.2) 

using the Bruggeman mixing rule (or effective medium approximation: EMA) (Stier et 

al., 2007; Aspnes 1982; Heller, 1965; Bruggeman, 1935) as detailed below in this 

section.  

3. Step-3 aimed to treat the unaccounted mass of PM10; in this respect the unaccounted 

mass of PM10 was not neglected and assigned to the dust particles that reached Ny-

Ålesund. The dust composition was based on the mineralogical phases detailed using 

balloon-based SEM-EDS data (section 3.2.3); m for dust particles was again 

calculated applying the Bruggeman mixing rule to the mineralogical phases as 

successfully done in Balkanski et al. (2007). Finally, dust particles were considered 

externally mixed to the EC/OM and water soluble components as suggested by 

Moroni et al. (2018, 2015); this approach was validated in previous works (Ferrero et 

al., 2014, 2011a). 

Here below a detailed description of m computation is reported. As stated above, m (for step-2 

and step-3) was calculated using the Bruggeman mixing rule that is as follows (Ferrero et al., 

2014; Stier et al., 2007; Aspnes 1982; Heller, 1965; Bruggeman, 1935): 
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∑ 𝑓𝑖
𝜀𝑖−𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜀𝑖+2𝜀𝑒𝑓𝑓
= 0𝑛

𝑖=1                                                                                                               (7) 

where εeff is the complex effective dielectric constant of the mixture ( effeffm  ) and εi and fi are 

the complex dielectric constant, and the volume fraction, respectively, of the i-th component, 

respectively. This approach does not consider a simple coated sphere assumption, but it is a 

part of more general mixing rule formulation resumed in Aspnes et al. (1982). In this respect, 

the EMA overcomes the dilemma of the choice of a host medium (Ferrero et al., 2014; Stier et 

al., 2007; Schuster et al., 2005; Bohren and Huffman, 1983; Aspnes 1982; Heller, 1965) but 

considers all the possible positions of each aerosol component (BC, dust, water-soluble 

materials, etc.) with respect to the others allowing simulating the real complexity of aerosols. 

Particularly, the EMA avoiding the risk of overestimating the imaginary part (k) of m, as 

instead happens using both the linear volume-average and the linear mass-average mixing 

rules (Stier et al., 2007; Lesins et al., 2002). 

To apply Eq. 7, the volume fraction, as well as m, of each aerosol component are needed. 

Volume fractions were calculated using densities () of pure components (Fierz-

Schmidhauser et al., 2010; Kandler et al., 2017; Pesava et al., 2001; Chazette and Liousse, 

2001; Heller, 1965). Refractive indexes values for pure components were chosen from the 

literature considering the state-of-the-art values ( Kandler et al., 2017; Hess (1998); Bond and 

Bergstrom 2006; Balkanski et al., 2007; Barthelmy, 2006; Ackerman and Toon, 1981). This 

approach was yet successfully applied along vertical profiles, as reported in Ferrero et al. 

(2011a and 2014). 

Finally, it noteworthy that the aerosol m varies in function of the hygroscopic growth of the 

aerosol that can be resumed as follows:  

𝐷𝑤𝑒𝑡

𝐷𝑑𝑟𝑦
= (

1−𝑅𝐻

1−𝐷𝑅𝐻
)

−𝜀

                                          
                                                                     (8) 
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where RH is the ambient relative humidity, Dwet is the aerosol diameter at ambient RH, Ddry is 

the dry aerosol diameter, DRH is Deliquescence Relative Humidity (DRH), and ε is the 

coefficient controlling the aerosol's hygroscopic growth. Thus, the aerosol experiences a 

hygroscopic growth if the ambient RH overreaches its DRH. In order to evaluate the water 

contribution to the m value, the DRH was estimated from the aerosol’s chemical composition 

using the thermodynamic Aerosol Inorganic Model (E-AIM Model-IV), a state-of-the-art 

aerosol thermodynamic model for the H+-NH4
+-Na+-SO4

2--NO3
--Cl--carboxylic acids-H2O 

composition of the aerosol (Zhang et al., 2000; Clegg et al., 1998). The E-AIM model had 

been already used to predict aerosol DRH accurately (Ferrero et al., 2013; Hueglin et al., 

2005; Pathak, 2004) and its validation using Aerosol Chamber measurements is detailed in 

Ferrero et al. (2015). DRH values for ambient RH are discussed in section 3.2.2.  

 

2.4.2 Aerosol size distribution 

Information on the aerosol size distribution along height was obtained using the coupled 

miniDiSC – OPC from 14 nm (d50 cutoff of the miniDiSC) with an uncertainty of 7% and 

16% for both miniDiSC and OPC data (Ferrero et al., 2016). The miniDISC measures the 

total aerosol concentration from 14 nm. On the other side, the OPC provides the number size-

distribution from 250 nm (lower detection limit) up to 32 m, in terms of optical equivalent 

diameter which usually originates a “undersizing” effect.  

The calculation of the aerosol optical properties requires a comprehensive knowledge of the 

entire number size distribution. Nevertheless, many authors (Randriamiarisoa et al., 2006; 

Guyon et al., 2003; Liu and Daum, 2000) report that uncertainties in nanoparticle 

concentrations may result in a ~ 2–4% error in the calculation of aerosol optical properties. 

Keeping in mind all the above considerations, we tried to recover the size distribution below 
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250 nm by using the shape of the number-size (nDp) measured at ground by the SMPS; the 

same reduced shape was applied to the full vertical profile data, with the only constraint to 

have an integral equal to the total aerosol concentration in the 14-250 nm range as provided 

by the miniDISC. 

Concerning the OPC, the undersizing effect originates from the calibration of the Grimm 

1.107 OPC (=655 nm) with polystyrene latex spheres (PLS, m=1.58 at 655 nm; Ma et al., 

2003) whose refractive index has usually a higher real part compared to ambient aerosol 

(section 3.2.1) (Guyon et al., 2003; Liu and Daum, 2008; Schumann, 1990). Thus the OPC 

classifies the aerosol in terms of optical equivalent diameter (the diameter of a sphere of 

polystyrene latex that scatters light as efficiently as the real particle in question; Howell et al., 

2006) usually smaller than the real ones.  

Thus, the “undersizing” issue was solved by correcting the OPC size channels in function of 

the ambient aerosol refractive index m, calculated for step-1, step-2 and step-3 as described in 

section 2.3.2. In this respect, the OPC response function was computed both for PSL spheres 

(SPSL) and for ambient aerosol (SAMB) as follows (Baron and Willeke, 2005; Heyder and 

Gebhart, 1979): 

𝑆(𝜃0,𝛥𝛺𝑂𝑃𝐶,𝑥,𝑚) =
𝜆2

4𝜋2 ∬ 𝑖(𝜃,𝛷,𝑥,𝑚)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝜃𝑑𝛷
𝛥𝛺𝑂𝑃𝐶

                                                                    (9) 

where S is the partial light scattering cross section of the particle related to the specific optical 

design of the OPC, θ0 is the mean scattering angle of the optical arrangement, ΔΩOPC the 

receiver aperture, x the dimensionless size parameter, m the refractive index and i(θ,x,m) the Mie 

scattering function (composed by the perpendicular and parallel components i(θ,x,m) and 

i||(θ,x,m), respectively). The receiver aperture of the OPC 1.107 consists of: 1) a wide angle 

parabolic mirror (121°, from 29.5° to 150.5°, θ0=90°) that focuses scattered light on the 
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photodetector located on the opposite side; 2) 18° of direct collected scattered light on the 

photodetector (from 81° to 99°, θ0=90°) (Heim et al., 2008).  

 

3 Results and Discussion 

Tethered balloon-based and lidar profiles were measured at the same time to perform a 

closure experiment along height. The obtained results are first discussed to introduce the 

vertical aerosol behaviour in relationship to the main atmospheric meteorological parameters 

and the PBL (section 3.1). Then, the Mie theory is applied to the measured vertical aerosol 

profiles in order to calculate β(λ) and to compare them with the lidar signal at 355, 532 and 

1064 nm (section 3.2). All averaged data are reported from now as mean ± mean standard 

deviation. 

 

3.1 Vertical profile data 

3.1.1 Tethered balloon – based aerosol data  

As described in section 2, four profiles collected on 26th April 2011 (16:00-17:00 UTC) were 

investigated for the present closure experiment. 

The tethered balloon based profiles (N<250 and N>250) are reported in Figure 2a-d together with 

the corresponding potential temperature (θ) and RH profiles. Figure 2a-d highlights the 

presence of marked aerosol stratifications (ASh) for N>250 located on average at 698±9 m 

(determined through the gradient method described in section 2.2.3); across the ASh N>250 

decreased by -56.3±5.1% going from 20.4±0.7 cm-3 below the ASh to 8.9±0.7 cm-3 above it. 

This behaviour was not present for N<250 which instead appeared quite constant along height 

(123.7±15.9 cm-3 below ASh and 104.4±8.8 cm-3 above it); only a ground-based plume 

present in the fourth profile with concentrations up to 325.2 cm-3.  
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Interestingly, the vertical behaviour of the main meteorological parameters (θ, RH) was 

following that of N>250 (Figure 2a-d) marking a well defined thermodynamic structure in the 

vertical profile. In this respect, θ was characterized by a positive gradient with higher values 

above the ASh (279.3±0.5 K) than below it (275.4±0.2 K) leading to a vertical Δθ of +3.8±0.6 

K. RH was characterized by a negative gradient with altitude leading to 20.3±3.5% decrease 

across the ASh (40.4±3.0% RH above the ASh and 60.7±1.7% below it). Finally, the wind was 

faster above it (3.8±0.3 m s-1) than below (2.5±0.4 m s-1) and experienced a clockwise 

rotation towards the north direction (Figure 3a-b). Finally, in the fourth profile (Figure 2d), a 

ground-based plume of N<250 appeared below 100 m and was constrained there by a small 

ground-based θ inversion (Δθ: +1.5 K). In this respect, ground SMPS data (Figure S2) clearly 

showed a doubling of nanoparticle concentration (Dp<100 nm) in the last profile compared to 

the others.  

The aforementioned results describe a common situation over Ny-Ålesund, in which a 

transition from the so-called "negative gradient profiles class (NG)" to the "decoupled 

negative profile class (DNG)" (negative aerosol gradients are located at different altitude; 

section 1) appears. As reported in Ferrero et al., 2016, NG+DNG profiles account together for 

68% of cases over Ny-Ålesund making the present Lidar-Balloon closure experiment an 

important representative case study. More details concerning ground-based aerosol plumes, 

mostly related to the secondary aerosol formation, are reported in Ferrero et al. (2016) and are 

not discussed here as they are beyond the aim of the present closure work. In the following 

section (3.1.2) a qualitative comparison with lidar data is discussed while the quantitative 

comparison is reported in section 3.2. 
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3.1.2 Lidar data: qualitative comparison with aerosol profiles  

A first qualitative comparison of the vertical behaviour between β532 and N>250 was carried out 

in function of the standardized altitude Hs aiming to verify the presence of the necessary 

conditions to perform a quantitative closure experiment. The comparison is reported in Figure 

4a-d. The lidar signal shows first an earlier increase of β(λ) with height that was merely due to 

the completion of the lidar overlapping (until ~600 m); instead, the most interesting feature is 

given at higher altitudes where β532 and N>250 are shaped in the same way following the 

meteorological behaviour described in the previous section (3.1.1). When considering their 

absolute values, β532 experienced a more intense decrease with altitude (71.2±8.5%: from 

2.01±0.09 Mm-1 sr-1 below the ASh to 0.57±0.13 Mm-1 sr-1 above it) than those observed for 

N>250 (56.3±5.1%: from 20.4±0.7 cm-3 below the ASh to 8.9±0.7 cm-3 above it). This 

difference is due to the fact that this comparison does not take yet into account both the 

conversion of aerosol concentration into optical properties and the changing distance from the 

lidar telescope with altitude that influence the value of ΔΩLDR (eq. 3). An altitude dependent 

variation of ΔΩLDR influences the amount of backscattered radiation into the solid angle 

observed by the telescope; moreover, this dependence is related to the phase function (P) of 

each aerosol particle. However, from a qualitative point of view, Figure 4a-d clearly shows 

the presence of the first necessary conditions to perform a good closure experiment: β532 and 

N>250 were shaped in the same way along height. 

In addition to this, β(λ) (355 and 532 nm) allowed the calculation of the lidar color ratio CR 

(β355/β532; section 2.2; Figure 4a-d) profiles. They exhibited an increase with altitude with a 

marked positive step at Hs=0 in correspondence of the ASh. As stated in section 2.2 a CR 

increase is expected at the decrease in the aerosol size. Thus, the mean particle diameter 
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(MPD, in terms of optical equivalent diameter) was calculated along height from OPC data as 

follows (Ferrero et al., 2012): 

𝑀𝑃𝐷 =
∑ 𝑁(𝑖)𝐷𝑝(𝑖)𝑖

∑ 𝑁(𝑖)𝑖
                                                                                                                   (10) 

where N(i) and Dp(i) are the number concentration and the optically equivalent diameter of the 

i-th OPC size class. 

Figure 4a-d show that the CR experienced a +57.0±10.9% increase above the ASh (going from 

1.65±0.03 to 2.60±0.18), while the corresponding aerosol MPD profiles evidenced a decrease 

of -14.8±1.9% (from 0.48±0.01 µm below the ASh to 0.40±0.01 µm above it). This reduction 

in MPD with altitude is the consequence of the loss of larger particles above the ASh, as 

highlighted for the four profiles in Figure 4a-d. Thus, a second necessary condition for a 

closure experiment was satisfied: an agreement between the optical response of the lidar and 

the aerosol size distribution with altitude. 

Finally, the applicability of the Mie theory, and thus the assumption of aerosol sphericity, is 

discussed. This assumption results first from the lidar observations; Figure 5 reports the 

contour plot of lidar depolarization profiles measured on 26th April 2011. The depolarization 

reached negligible values (less than 1±0.8%) below 1.1 km (the maximum altitude reached by 

the tethered balloon during the same day). The low depolarization values imply that the 

aerosol particles above the measuring station optically acted as spherical supporting the use of 

the assumption of sphericity as reasonable for the context of this application. This is also in 

agreement with SEM observation of dust impacting Ny-Ålesund in april, both at ground and 

along vertical profiles, that showed shape factor frequency distribution peaking between 1 and 

1.25 (1 is for pure spherical particles) with 42% and 27% of frequency, respectively. 

Moreover, 98% and 80% of particles were characterized by shape factors below 2 (Moroni et 

al., 2018, 2015).  
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3.2 Closure experiment 

In order to introduce the closure experiment, it is important to note the high level of similarity 

among the four profiles under investigation (see Figure 2a-d and Figure 4a-d). Given this 

observation, hereinafter the four profiles were averaged as a function of Hs considering the 

relative position of each measured data point with respect to the ASh; this approach allows to 

show altogether the results of the closure experiment in function of the different wavelengths 

and the different treatment of m and size of the aerosol (as described in sections 2.3.1 and 

2.3.2). The resulted averaged profile for N<250, N>250, θ, RH, β532 and CR are reported in 

Figure 6 from a Hs > -0.1, a value over which the lidar overlapping is ensured. Here below, 

the closure experiments for step-1, step-2 and step-3 are reported and discussed (sections 

3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3). 

 

3.2.1 Step-1: AERONET based refractive index  

Previous sections underlined the agreement between tethered balloon aerosol data and lidar 

signal from a qualitative point of view. In order to match them quantitatively, a first step (as 

stated in section 2.3.1), was done using m of ambient aerosol estimated from the AERONET 

data at the Hornsund site. This step aimed to produce a baseline level (semi-quantitative) in 

the lidar-tethered balloon comparison; m at the lidar laser wavelengths (355, 532 and 1064 

nm) were: 1.536+0.003i, 1.544+0.004i and 1.545+0.008i, respectively. The following OPC 

size channels corrected at the OPC laser wavelength (655 nm, m: 1.551+0.005i) are reported 

in Table 1.  

β355, β532 and β1064 were computed following eq. 3 and compared with the corresponding lidar 

profiles (Figure 7a-c). The vertically averaged β355, β532 and β1064 obtained from Mie 

calculations were 0.41±0.07, 0.42±0.08 and 0.28±0.06 Mm-1 sr-1, showing an underestimation 
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with respect to the corresponding lidar data (vertical averages: 1.60±0.22, 0.75±0.16 and 

0.31±0.08 Mm-1 sr-1). Notably, the underestimation was higher for the lowest wavelength 

(355 nm) and lowest for the highest wavelength (1064 nm) (Figure7a-c). The root-mean-

squared error (RMSE) was 1.33, 0.44 and 0.11 Mm-1 sr-1 (355, 532 and 1064 nm) leading to a 

not-accounted fraction of β355, β532 and β1064 of 75, 44 and 11%, respectively. 

This effect was also highlighted by the scatter-plots between balloon-based Mie calculation 

and lidar backscattering data (Figure 8a-c) in which the slopes were lower than one (0.312, 

0.511 and 0.681, respectively) while intercepts were close to zero, avoiding the presence of 

fixed biases. It is noteworthy, however, that the correlation values were very high (R2 of 

0.991, 0.988, 0.989, respectively); despite the negative bias, β355, β532 and β1064 calculated 

with Mie theory were shaped vertically in the same way of lidar data (Figure 8a-c). In order to 

control the quality of the calculation performed, the aerosol phase function P(λ,θ) was 

computed at the same AERONET wavelengths (441, 674 and 896 nm), vertically averaged 

and compared with the columnar AERONET P(λ,θ) estimations. The comparison is reported in 

supplemental material (Figure S3) and showed a well reproduced P(λ,θ) highlighting that the 

β355, β532, and β1064 underestimation could be due to factors other than Mie approach 

(assumption already discussed in section 2.3 and 3.1.2). Mainly, the complex refractive index 

m was roughly estimated by AERONET at another site and, most important, this was a 

columnar refractive index. Thus, the following two steps (sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3) are 

dedicated to including the aerosol chemistry for a more precise quantification.  

 

3.2.2 Step-2: Water-soluble, EC/OM chemistry-based refractive index  

In order to reach a more accurate closure with lidar data the PM10 chemical composition was 

considered (section 2.1.2) (Figure 9a). Figure 9a shows that 45.16% of chemical composition 
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was explained by water-soluble inorganic ions, mainly dominated by NaCl (35.39%) from sea 

spray, followed by 9.45% of OM and negligible EC in agreement with data reported in 

Ferrero et al. (2019, 2016). Figure 9a also highlights that the unaccounted fraction was very 

high (up to 45.42%) compared to the average value of the NG-DNG profiles during spring 

2011 campaign (31.92%, Ferrero et al., 2016). This indicates that the composition of this 

sizeable aerosol fraction should not be neglected in the optical property calculation. However, 

for this second step, only the water-soluble, EC/OM contribution was considered and used 

both to calculate m (section 2.3.1) and to correct the OPC size distribution for the 

“undersizing” (section 2.3.2).  

In this respect, aerosol affinity for water (and its effect on m) was investigated using the 

thermodynamic Aerosol Inorganic Model (E-AIM Model-IV, section 2.3.1). The DRH was 

determined using the aerosol chemical composition reported in Figure 9a, at 271 K, which 

was the average temperature along vertical profiles. DRH was finally compared with the RH 

vertical profiles to determine the hygroscopic growth following Eq. 7. The E-AIM Model-IV 

output is reported in Figure S4 and shows a DRH at 74% RH. It is noteworthy that no-one of 

the four RH profiles reported in Figure 2a-d and Figure 6 overreached 70% RH, thus leading 

to a dry aerosol condition. Thus, m was calculated using the Bruggeman mixing rule (eq. 6) 

based on the measured chemical composition. Results were as follows: 1.515+0.002i, 

1.510+0.002i and 1.486+0.006i, at 355, 532 and 1064 nm, respectively. They appeared 

characterized by a lower real part compared to m values estimated by AERONET in the 

previous section 3.2.1. As a result, the OPC size channels corrected at the OPC laser 

wavelength (655 nm, m: 1.504+0.003i; Table 1) were higher than those corrected using the 

AERONET m, due to an enhanced OPC “undersizing”. 

From the data above, β355, β532 and β1064 were computed following Eq. 2 and compared with 

the corresponding lidar profiles in Figure 7d-f. If vertically averaged, β355, β532, and β1064 
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(0.38±0.06, 0.35±0.07 and 0.17±0.03 Mm-1 sr-1, respectively) were considerably lower both 

of lidar data (vertical averages: 1.60±0.22, 0.75±0.16 and 0.31±0.08 Mm-1 sr-1) and also of the 

estimation based on AERONET m reported in the previous section (3.2.1). 

Similarly, to previous AERONET based calculations, the underestimation was higher for the 

lowest wavelength (355 nm) and lowest for the highest (1064 nm) (Figure 7d-f) with a RMSE 

of 1.36, 0.51 and 0.32 Mm-1 sr-1. This corresponded to a not-accounted fraction of β355, β532 

and β1064 of 76, 53 and 45%, respectively. Even in this case, balloon-based Mie calculation 

and lidar backscattering data were highly correlated (R2 of 0.989, 0.990 and 0.990) and thus 

vertically shaped in the same way (Figure 8d-f). However, in this case, slopes were lower than 

one (0.285, 0.452 and 0.412, respectively) and lower than those previously obtained using 

AERONET data. Even in this case, intercepts were close to zero. 

It is noteworthy that a slight change in m has a double (synergic) effect on the closure 

exercise. Notably, a lower real part (with very similar imaginary ones), not only decreases the 

scattering by itself but also (and most important for the present work) increases the size-

corrected OPC channels (Table 1) leading to lower backscattering around 180° due to a 

particle size effect. In this respect, the OPC size channels (corrected for the chemical 

composition) below 1 µm (the most concentrated and active in the backscattering region) 

were +18.2±1.4% larger than the original ones and +12.2±1.1% larger than those corrected 

for AERONET m during the Step-1. In order to quantify this size effect on β(λ), the aerosol 

phase function P(λ,θ) was computed at the lidar wavelengths (355, 532 and 1064 nm), 

vertically averaged and compared with the aerosol phase function P(λ,θ) computed at the same 

wavelengths but using the AERONET m from the previous section (3.2.1). The comparison of 

P(355,θ), P(532,θ), P(1064,θ), is reported in Figure 10a-c. As it is possible to observe, P(λ,θ), obtained 
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using m derived from the chemical composition, showed lower values close to 180° 

(especially at 532 and 1064 nm) compared to those obtained by AERONET. 

As a conclusion, the results obtained with this step of calculations suggest the presence in the 

atmosphere of aerosol components other than that measured by classical chemical analysis in 

PM10 samples; their presence is suggested both by the higher real part in the AERONET 

refractive index and by the high unaccounted aerosol fraction (45.42%; Figure 9a). In this 

respect, a careful treatment of the unaccounted fraction is needed and is investigated in the 

following section (3.2.3). 

 

3.3.3 Step-3: the role of dust composition  

The third step aimed to reach a more accurate closure with lidar data including the 

unaccounted fraction (Figure 9a-b). An important indication on how to treat the unaccounted 

fraction comes from the recent work of Ferrero et al. (2019) in which it has been 

demonstrated that the high unaccounted fraction is a specific feature of PM measured in Ny-

Ålesund compared to that observed over the Arctic ocean and is an indication of the presence 

of mineral compounds (related to dust both locally originated and long range-transported) as 

described in Moroni et al. (2018, 2016, 2015). Particularly, results reported in the 

aforementioned papers, showed that on 26th April 2011, air masses travelled over Iceland, 

close to the surface, before reaching Ny-Ålesund. The main constituents in weight% were 

sheet silicates (68.0%), gypsum (14.6%), rutile (7.6%), Feldspars (6.2%), dolomite (1.7%), 

hematite (1%) and quartz (0.9%). 

Thus, replacing the unaccounted fraction with the aforementioned mineralogical data leads to 

the final chemical composition reported in Figure 9b. The SEM-EDS data gave the mass 
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abundance of different minerals in relative ratio one to each other; thus, in order to replace the 

unaccounted fraction (45.42%) with mineralogical data, it was assumed that the total 

unaccounted fraction was due to measured dust aerosol, and the relative proportions of the 

mass abundance of different minerals obtained by SEM-EDS were scaled and kept constant in 

order to result in a sum equal to the unaccounted fraction (45.42%).  Finally, it as to be 

noticed that Figure 9b shows Na+ and SO4
2- together with gypsum. Thus, the sea-salt origin of 

both Na+ and SO4
2- was investigated (as done in Ferrero et al. (2016); see supplementary 

material) showing that at ground level the Na+ and SO4
2- of crustal origin were negligible 

compared to the sea-salt originated ones.. In this respect, Moroni et al. (2015) showed (using 

SEM-EDS) that the sea-salt particle contribution decreased with altitude, where the mineral 

components became more important. For this reason, when determining the optical aerosol 

properties along the vertical column (below and above the boundary layer), both the ionic 

contribution of Na+ and SO4
2- and that of gypsum (determined via SEM-EDS) were 

considered at the same time as externally mixed.  

Following the aforementioned considerations, mineralogical data allowed the calculation of 

the m of dust by using the Bruggeman mixing rule (eq. 7); then, as discussed in section 2.3 the 

dust fraction was considered externally mixed with respect to the water-soluble, EC/OM 

fractions (step-2) in calculating β(λ) using eq. 3. 

From eq. 7, m of dust were 1.704±0.001i, 1.650±0.001i, and 1.594±0.001i, at 355, 532 and 

1064 nm, respectively; they were characterized by a higher real part compared to values 

estimated both by AERONET (section 3.2.1) and by the simple water-soluble, EC/OM 

chemistry (section 3.2.2).  

From the data above, β355, β532 and β1064 were computed following Eq. 3 and compared with 

the corresponding lidar profiles (Figure 7g-i). If vertically averaged, β355, β532 and β1064 were 
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1.45±0.30, 0.69±0.15 and 0.34±0.08 Mm-1 sr-1, now matching with the lidar vertical averages: 

1.60±0.22, 0.75±0.16 and 0.31±0.08 Mm-1 sr-1, respectively. A slight underestimation remains 

for the lowest wavelength (355 nm). The RMSE were 0.36, 0.08 and 0.04 Mm-1 sr-1, 

corresponding to a not-accounted fraction of β355 and β532 of 9 and 7%, while β1064 was 

overestimated of 9%. As already observed for step-1 and step-2, balloon-based Mie 

calculation and lidar backscattering data were highly correlated (R2 of 0.992, 0.992 and 0.994, 

Figure 8g-i). Most important, in this case slopes were close to one (1.368, 0.931 and 0.977, 

respectively); the slope of β355 was higher than one only because the 9% underestimation was 

mainly due to above ASh data (Figure 8g) giving the only case in the closure experiment with 

an intercept in the linear regression significantly different from zero (-0.742; Figure 8g).  

The good agreement obtained in this step, was due to the synergic effect of higher real part of 

m and the consequent decrease of the size-corrected OPC channels (Table 1;). Particularly, 

the OPC size channels corrected at the OPC laser wavelength (655 nm, m: 1.623±0.001i; 

Table 1) were the lowest ones, and also lower than the original OPC size channel; this case 

represents a rare case of OPC "oversizing" in which the ambient aerosol had a refractive 

index higher than that used for OPC calibration (1.58; section 2.3.2). In this respect, the OPC 

size channels below 1 µm (the most concentrated and active in the backscattering region), 

corrected for the dust composition, were -3.0±0.2% lower than the original ones and -

17.9±1.0% lower than those corrected for just the water-soluble, EC/OM components during 

the Step-2. In this respect, the aerosol phase function P(λ,θ) was computed at the lidar 

wavelengths (355, 532 and 1064 nm), vertically averaged and compared with the aerosol 

phase function P(λ,θ) computed at the same wavelengths both using the AERONET m (section 

3.2.1) and the water-soluble, OM/EC based m. (Figure 10a-c). As it is possible to observe, 

P(λ,θ), obtained using m derived only from the dust, showed the highest values close to 180° 

within the field of view of the lidar telescope.  
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A final validation of the obtained results comes from a comparison of the scattering 

coefficient (bsca(λ)) and the single scattering albedo (SSA) measured at Gruvebadet (ground-

level) and the AERONET Hornsund site (columnar). 

Starting from the ground, bsca(532) determined by Mie calculations was 11.56±1.25 Mm-1 

entirely in keeping with bsca(530) of 11.13±1.24 Mm-1 determined at the same time by the 

nephelometer at Gruvebated. For what concern the ground SSA(532), determined by Mie 

calculations, it was 0.972±0.001, slightly higher than that obtained at Gruvebadet 

(0.913±0.002) at 530 nm. However, if vertically averaged along the atmospheric column, 

SSA(532), determined by Mie calculations, was 0.974±0.001 in keeping with columnar 

AERONET data in Hornsund on 26th April 2011: 0.965±0.007 and 0.957±0.011 at 441 and 

647 nm, respectively. 

 

4 Conclusions 

A closure experiment was carried out by comparing optical properties derived from Lidar data 

and those calculated from aerosol properties measured along vertical profiles using the 

tethered balloon platform. Data used for the closure experiment were collected on 26th April 

2011, a case study impacted by both Arctic Haze and Icelandic dust transport.  

The closure experiment was set up in three subsequent steps: the first one in which refractive 

indexes of aerosol were determined from the nearest AERONET station (Hornsund), the 

second one in which the aerosol refractive index was determined from the chemical 

composition, routinely measured (ionic water-soluble components, EC/OM) at ground, and 

finally, the third one accounting for the Icelandic dust properties in synergy with the ionic 

components, the EC and OM. 
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Following these approaches, it was determined that the backscattering coefficients computed 

from balloon data considering the columnar AERONET refractive index or that estimated 

only from the chemical composition routinely measured (ionic water-soluble components, 

EC/OM) led to an underestimation of the lidar signal up to 76, 53 and 45%, at 355, 532 and 

1064 nm, respectively. 

Instead, if the dust composition is accounted for, the underestimation disappeared and the 

vertically averaged, backscattering coefficients (1.45±0.30, 0.69±0.15 and 0.34±0.08 Mm-1 sr-

1, at 355, 532 and 1064 nm) were found in good accordance with the lidar ones: 1.60±0.22, 

0.75±0.16 and 0.31±0.08 Mm-1 sr-1, respectively. Final results were characterized by low 

RMSE (0.36, 0.08 and 0.04 Mm-1 sr-1) and a high linear correlation (R2 of 0.992, 0.992 and 

0.994). Most importantly, in this case, slopes were close to one (1.368, 0.931 and 0.977, 

respectively). Results also agreed with independent ground measurements of the scattering 

coefficient: 11.56±1.25 Mm-1 from optical property calculations (at 532 nm) for 11.13±1.24 

Mm-1 determined at the same time by the nephelometer at 530 nm.  

From the aforementioned results, this work highlights several important conclusions. First of 

all, the obtained data suggest that the presence in the atmosphere of aerosol components other 

than that routinely in PM samples (e.g. water-soluble, EC/OM) is fundamental in 

understanding the aerosol optical properties in the Arctic. In this respect, high latitude dust 

sources (e.g., Icelandic dust) play an important role; moreover, due to the expected reduction 

of the ice-covered surfaces in the Arctic, the impact of the high latitude dust sources on the 

Arctic aerosol optical properties is expected to grow in the future. 

Thus, a complete and detailed determination of the aerosol composition is mandatory to 

finally predict the influence of aerosol on the Arctic climate. In this respect, this work 
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underlines the importance of the integration of single particle and bulk chemical analysis for 

the characterization of optical properties in the Arctic.  

Finally, the closure results were obtained in a case study belonging to a cluster of vertical 

profiles occurring for ~68% of the time over Ny-Ålesund. Thus, future closure investigations 

are called for in order to determine the role of other aerosol components under different 

vertical distribution (and transport) conditions. 
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Figure 1. Ny-Ålesund sampling site with the placement of KARL Lidar at the AWI-PEV 

Koldewey Station and the placement of Italian tethered balloon at the Gruvebadet (CNR) site. 

 

Figure 2. Vertical profiles of N14-250 (green line), N>250 (blue line), potential temperature (red 

line) and relative humidity (light blue line) measured from Gruvebadet on 26th April 2011 at 

a) 1607-1621 UTC); b) 1622-1636 UTC; c) 1643-1657 UTC; d) 1658-1712 UTC. 

 

Figure 3. Windrose obtained from the measured wind speed on the tethered balloon both 

below the ASh (a) and above it (b).  

 

Figure 4. Vertical profiles of β532 (green line), N>250 (blue line), MPD (red line), CR (black 

line) and OPC number size distribution (coloured counter plot) measured from Gruvebadet on 

26th April 2011 at a) 1607-1621 UTC); b) 1622-1636 UTC; c) 1643-1657 UTC; d) 1658-1712 

UTC. 

 

Figure 5. KARL-lidar depolarization volume in percentage during the investigated study case 

on 26th April 2011. 

 

Figure 6. Averaged vertical profiles of: a) N>250 (blue line), N<250 (olive line); b) potential 

temperature (red line) and relative humidity (light blue line); c) β532 (light green line) and CR 

(black line) measured from Hs>-0.1. 
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Figure 7. Comparison between the backscattering vertical profiles measured by lidar at 355, 

532 and 1064 nm and those calculated using m: from Aeronet (Step-1, a-c), from PM10 

chemistry neglecting the unaccounted mass (Step-2, d-f) and from PM10 chemistry 

considering the unaccounted mass as due to Icelandic dust (Step-3, g-i).  

 

Figure 8. Linear correlation between the backscattering vertical profiles measured by lidar at 

355, 532 and 1064 nm and those calculated using m: from Aeronet (Step-1, a-c), from PM10 

chemistry neglecting the unaccounted mass (Step-2, d-f) and from PM10 chemistry 

considering the unaccounted mass as due to Icelandic dust (Step-3, g-i). Data points 

represents averages of backscattering coefficients along Hs with a 0.05 step. 

 

Figure 9. Chemical composition measured at the ground on PM10 sample (a) and chemical 

composition of the same PM10 sample considering the unaccounted mass as due to dust 

mineralogical phases (b). 

 

Figure 10. Aerosol phase functions calculated for Step-1, Step-2 and Step-3 at: 355 nm (a), 

532 nm (b) and 1064 nm (c). 
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Intrument size (µm)   Ambient size (μm) 

OPC Channel PLS   Aeronet PM10 chemistry Dust 

1 0.25   0.26 0.28 0.24 

2 0.28   0.29 0.32 0.27 

3 0.30   0.31 0.34 0.29 

4 0.35   0.36 0.40 0.34 

5 0.40   0.42 0.48 0.38 

6 0.45   0.47 0.54 0.43 

7 0.50   0.52 0.58 0.48 

8 0.58   0.62 0.75 0.56 

9 0.65   0.71 0.79 0.62 

10 0.70   0.73 0.82 0.68 

11 0.80   0.85 0.97 0.79 

12 1.00   1.12 1.19 0.98 

13 1.30   2.00 1.80 1.66 

14 1.60   2.16 1.86 1.82 

15 2.00   2.37 2.34 2.15 

16 2.50   2.79 3.16 2.48 

17 3.00   3.80 3.67 3.16 

18 3.50   4.62 4.57 3.76 

19 4.00   5.25 5.13 4.27 

20 5.00   6.17 6.03 5.01 

21 6.50   9.77 9.33 7.16 

22 7.50   10.84 10.35 7.94 

23 8.50   12.74 12.02 8.71 

24 10.00   16.79 15.31 10.47 

25 12.50   23.71 21.13 13.96 

26 15.00   30.90 27.86 16.98 

27 17.50   38.02 35.48 20.18 

28 >20.00   >44.67 >43.65 >23.44 

Table 1. Original size channels of OPC Grimm 1.107 calibrated with PSL spheres (left side) 

and corrected (right side) for m obtained by Aeronet, by ground PM10 chemistry and by dust 

composition. 
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Highlights 

• Lidar and tethered balloon-based aerosol vertical profiles were measured 
concurrently in the Arctic 

• Aerosol chemistry and size distribution were measured during the campaign 
• SEM-EDS analyses of dust transport were included in the study 
• The refractive index was determined from full chemical composition 
• Closure between lidar and balloon-based optical profiles was performed with Mie 

calculations 
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